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On the Definition of the Renormalization Constants

in Quantum Electrodynamics
by Gunnar Källen.*)

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zürich.

(14.11.1952.)

Summary. A formulation of quantum electrodynamics in terms of the renor-
malized Heisenberg operators and the experimental mass and charge of the
electron is given. The renormalization constants are implicitly defined and
expressed as integrals over finite functions in momentum space. No discussion of
the convergence of these integrals or of the existence of rigorous solutions is given.

Introduction.

The renormalization method in quantum electrodynamics has
been investigated by many authors, and it has been proved by
Dyson1) that every term in a formal expansion in powers of the
coupling constant of various expressions is a finite quantity. No
serious attempt at a discussion of the convergence of the series
has been published, and the definition of the renormalization
constants is always given as a formal series where every coefficient
is infinite. It is the aim of the present paper to give a formulation
of quantum electrodynamics where only the renormalized operators

(in the Heisenberg representation) will appear and where the
renormalization constants are defined in terms of these operators
and the experimental mass and charge of the electron. There thus
exists a possibility of studying the renormalized quantities directly
without the aid of a power series expansion and especially to decide
if they are really finite and not only a divergent sum of finite terms.
No discussion of this point, however, will be given in this paper,
only the formulation of the theory.

*) On leave of absence from Department of Mechanics and Mathematical
Physics, University of Lund, Sweden.

l) F. J. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 83, 608; 1207 (1951) and earlier papers.
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The starting point of our analysis is the following formal Lagran-
gian

2 ~ ~r[v (xi> {v~c7P +m)y)(x)} -4~f~ p^p-Yv+mf(x)> f(x)

+4-.y[ff-w,yW]-i--ti:)dtr'-
l-LldAv(x) dApx) \ldAv(x) 0Aß(x)

+

4

te
IT

4p(s)\ /^,M _ ^/.(s) \ •

dxv ] \ dxp dxv J

N2{A/x(x),[f(x),y/,f(x)]}. (1)

In this expression Aft(x) is the renormalized vector-potential of
the electromagnetic field, y>(x) the renormalized Dirac-operator of
the electron-positron field, m and e the experimental mass and
charge of the electron, and K, L and N three universal constants,
the definition of which will be given later. The three quantities K,
N-1 and (1—L)-1 might be infinite but in spite of that, we will
adopt the convention that the usual algebraic operations can be
performed with them. K and L describe respectively the mass- and
the charge-renormalization, and N is a normalization constant for
the y-field. The other notations are nowadays standard symbols
in quantum field theory.

From the above Lagrangian we obtain without difficulty the
following equations of motion for the field operators in the
Heisenberg representation

(y dPc~ + m)v{-x) =1Y{Mx)'YvW(x)}+Kxp(x)=f(x) (2)

nA^x)=^N2[f(x),y^(x)]+L(nA^(x)-d^)=-jfl(x). (3)

In Eq. (2) and (3) f(x) and jp (x) are only to be considered as
abbreviations for the right-hand sides.

From our Lagrangian we can also obtain the commutators for
the electromagnetic operators and their time-derivatives in two
points, the distance of which is space-like, and the corresponding
anticommutators for the electron field. As the terms with K and L
contain the time-derivatives of A^x) but not of tp(x), the canonical
commutators involving the electromagnetic potentials will be
rather complicated and really meaningless if L 1, but the anti-
commutators of the matter-field will have the simple form

{:<Poc(x),fß(x')}=(Yi)ß0,-N~2-0(x-x') îov x0=x0' (4)

o(x) ò(Xl)ò(x2)o(x3). (4a)
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For the electromagnetic potentials we get for (x — x')2 > 0

[Afl(x),Av(x')] 0 (5)

-A"{X) AV(P)] —id{x-z} [& - -£¦ *„4 ôvi] (6)dt

[*%*¦¦ PP\=PzP>PA>,.Ppï-*A <')

Besides, every component Ap will commute with every component
of y> on a space-like surface.

General Properties of the Operators.

The two equations of motion are formally integrated with the
help of the retarded singular functions and the operators for the
free fields

y> (x) yfi°\x) -N'1- f SR (x - x') f (x') dx' (8)

A„(x) Af (x) + JDR(x - x') jp (x') d x' (9)

SB(x~x') S(x-x')--\-S(x-x') (10)

Dr(x-x') D(x-x')-\d(x-x'). (11)

The integral equations (8) and (9) have the same solutions as the
differential equations (2) and (3) but contain also the boundary
conditions for t — oo. The operators y>(0) (x) fulfill the following
formulae

W(*)> vf(x')} - iSßa(x' - x) (12)

< 01 WW, V>f (*')] I 0 > 8fa (x' - x). (13)

The properties of the operators A^(x) are a little more delicate.
In practical calculations, we want to use the formulae

[Af(x), Af(x')] ~ioßVD(x'-x) (14)

<0i{^0>(x), A^(x')}\0) oßVD«\x'-x) (15)

but it is well-known that these formulae are inconsistent with the
Lorentz-condition

»l ivy^—ATZ—1 v> 0- (lb)
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On the other hand, it can be shown that this inconsistency is of
no importance if only gauge-invariant expressions are calculated2).
However, in what follows we will not only be interested in gauge-
invariant quantities and are thus forced to discuss Eq. (14) and
(15) in more detail. For our purpose, the most convenient way to
do this will be to adopt the indefinite metric of Gupta3) and
Bleuler4). In this formalism the Lorentz-condition (16) is
replaced by the weaker condition

dP°) <+>(*)

and as a consequence of this, equation (14) can be fulfilled. (F(+) (x)
means the positive-frequency part of the operator F(x).) Further,
if the vacuum is suitably defined (no scalar, transversal or
longitudinal photons present) Eq. (15) follows from the formalism, but
it must be understood that this is a non-gauge-invariant convention.

The special gauge chosen corresponds to

<0|^(x)|0> <0|^0)(a;)|0>-0. (18)

In what follows we will, when necessary, use this gauge.
From our Lagrangian we can construct an energy-momentum

tensor TpV and from this one a displacement operator Pp fulfilling

[3«,-PJ 0 (19)

[Pp,F(x)] i^. (20)

In Eq. (20) F(x) is an arbitrary operator depending on the point x.
Eq. (19) thus expresses the fact that the Pp's are constants of
motion. As all the operators P« commute with each other, we can
use a representation in the Hilbert space where every state vector
is an eigenvector of all the Pp's with the eigenvalues pp. In this
representation Eq. (20) reads

< a | [Pp,F(x)] 16> (pf - pf) <a | F(x) | by

Hence
i*<a\F(x)\b}. (21)

(a\F(x)\b) {a\F\byei^b)-pW)x. (22)

A Cf.e.g. S.T. Ma, Phys. Rev. 80, 729 (1950) and other papers quoted by him.
3) S. N. Gupta, Proc. Phys. Soc. London 63, 681 (1950).
4) K. Bleuler, Helv. Phys. Acta 23, 567 (1950).
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Here pfö and pfî are the eigenvalues of Pp in the states | a >

and | b >. In this representation, the ^-dependence of an arbitrary
operator is thus given by Eq. (22). The detailed form of the operators

Pp is of very little interest for the present investigation, and
we will not write them down explicitly but make the following
assumptions concerning the eigenvalues pp :

a) Every vector pp is time-like.
b) There exists a state with a smallest eigenvalue of the time-

component p0. This state by definition will be called the vacuum
and, with a suitable renormalization of the energy, this eigenvalue

of p0 can be put equal to zero.

It is supposed that the above definition of the vacuum is not
in contradiction with Eq. (18).

Definition of the Constant L.

We are now able to turn to the main problem of this paper,
i. e. the definition of the universal constants K, L and N in the
Lagrangian (1). We begin with the definition of L that describes
the charge-renormalization. This is conveniently stated in terms
of the matrix elements of the operators Ap (x) between the vacuum
state and a state where only one photon is present. (As we are
working in the Heisenberg representation some care is necessary
when we are speaking of a state with a given number of particles
present. If, however, it is understood that we hereby always specify
the system for t — oo, no ambiguities will arise. The occupation-
number operators are then constructed from the special operators
Affl and y>(0) introduced in Eq. (8) and (9).) At the first moment
it would seem natural to introduce the following condition for the
matrix elements

<0|^(a!)|fc> <0|^2>(aO|fc> (23)

where | fc > decribes a state with only one photon with energy-
momentum vector fc, but as the calculation below shows, this can
only be fulfilled for the transversal photons. If also the longitudinal
and scalar photons are considered, the correct condition for
<0\Ap(x) | fc > is

<0|^(x)|fc> (ó/i, + M^x-)<0|4°^)|fc> (24)

where M is another universal constant (i. e. independent of x and
fc). Eq. (24), together with the commutators (5), (6) and (7) and
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the equation of motion (9), determines the two constants L and
M uniquely in terms of the matrix elements of the current operator
in Eq. (3). As this contains the constant L explicitly and the other
constants implicitly, the definitions of L and M are only implicit.

We now compute the vacuum expectation value of the commutator

between the electromagnetic potentials and obtain

< 01 [Ap(x), Av(x')] | 0 > < 01 [Af(x), Af\x')] | 0 > +

+ (0\[Ap(x)-Af(x), Af\x')]\0 > + <0 \[Af(x),Av(x') - A«\x')]\Q>+

+j [dx" dx'" DR(x - x") DR(x' - x'") <01 [jp(x"), jv(x'")} | 0 >. (25)

It is here convenient to introduce a special notation for the vacuum
expectation value of the current commutator. Considering the
definition of a matrix product and Eq. (22), we obtain

< 0 [jp (x), fix')] 10 > E < ° IUIz >< * IUI ° > e-^*'-* -
z

-2J<°\iv\ z> <z iß I °>e^'*--*' -> j0r-3{fdp è*^-)ww(p) -
Z

Po>0

rdpei*«-'>nt7}(p)) (26)

TC

Po<0

+
Çv(p) -* V £ <0|j;|«><«|^|0> (26a)

!.(*).

4v(p)-^^ 27 <o]vl*><H?;|o>. (26b)

In Eq. (26 a) and (26 b) F is a large volume in which the fields are
supposed to be enclosed, and summation over states and
integration in p-space are freely interchanged. Due to the equation

d x,f
0 (27)

(which is easily verified from Eq. (3)) we must have

Pß Kfiv Kpv Pv Pfi =V» npv Pv 0 • (28)

From reasons of invariance, on the other hand, n^ must have
the form

*$(p) àpVA^(p2) A-PpPvB^(p2). (29)
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Combining (28) and (29) we get

"Tv (p) (~ P2 V + Pppv) «<=»(p2) (30)
with

rr<. + )(ri2.\ =_
- 3 p

p+ï(p2) —^- 27 <o|/„n><*17,1 o>=«<-»(p2). (3i)

We thus have

<0\[jp(x),jv(x')]\0>

W/dP e<,("'~">£(P) (- P2 <V + ÎV Pv) »(P2) (32)

„(psj^-jL. 27<°I?»oIj;i°>- (32a)

Here it can be observed that if we compute the vacuum expectation
value of the anticommutator instead of the commutator we get

<0\{jp(x),jv(x')}\0>
rdpe^'-*\-p2ôpV + ppPv)7i(jo2) (33)

(2jt)3

with the same function tc (p2) in (33) as in (32). This follows
immediately from the analysis above. Noting that n(p2) 0 unless
p2 < 0 (this follows from Eq. (32 a) and (24)) we can further write

<01 [?,,(*),/,(*')] I o>
co

pï^pfàpé^'-*P(p) ldaò(p2A-a)(-p2òpV + ppPv)Ti(-a)
co 0

~ij da(nòpV-j^j^A(x'-x,a)ji(-a) (34)
0

Here A (x' — x, a) is the usual singular function constructed with
the "mass" ]fa. Thus we also have

-^.e(x'-x)(0\[jp(x),jv(x')]\0y
CO

[da(pdpV— dxdlXr) Ä(x'-x, a)n(- a)
o

j2Pt)*{dV eiP(X'~X) hP2oßv + Pß Pv) n (P2) (35)
CO

*(P2)=P [$£da. (35a*)

*) The letter P in Eq. (35a) indicates that the principal value of the integral
has to be taken in the point a —p.
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Returning to Eq. (25) we get with the aid of (24) and (32)

<:0\[Aß(x),Av(x'))\0y
OO

1^fdpei^'-^e(p)fdaô(p2 + a)FpV (36)
o

FpV ò (a) (òpV-2 M pp pv) + ^- [ôpV + -^l)
ôpV(ô(a) + ^) + pppv(^ - 2 M0(a)). (37)

Putting Xq x0 in (36) it follows from (5) that we must have
CO

M ±J^da. (38)
o

The integral in (38) may diverge both for a 0 and for a oo.
The first divergency is of a kind usually classified as "infrared".
It can always be avoided if we introduce a small photon mass fx.
The function n will then vanish for a < 9 /n2, and the denominator
is zero only for a ju2. We will not investigate this point further.
The convergence of the integral at infinity will be discussed later
in this paragraph.

Performing a differentiation with respect to the time t in (36)
and putting the two times equal afterwards, we obtain

'

0 | m^x)-, Av(x')\ j 0 y - i ôpV ô(x - x') (1 + n (0)) -
co

rdpei^'-^ldap0pppve(p)ò(p2+a)^fi-2Mò(a)\. (39)
(2 ji)3

If fi and v are both equal to 1, 2 or 3, the last integral in (39) is

zero due to Eq. (38). If they are both equal to 4, we get
CO

p^r/a'p e^'-^fda(-p2- a)[^± - 2M 0(a))
o

_îô(x'-x)tc(0).
If only one of the indices ju and v is equal to 4, the integral will
vanish due to reasons of symmetry. We thus have

¦dA„{x)P-WPP-M*')]
i ô(x'-x) [ôpV(l +5(0))- Òp, ôVin(0)] (40)
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Equations (40) and (6) are identical if

1 + 5(0) —^- (41)

which is our formula for L5). It now only remains to verify that
Eq. (7) is consistent with the formulae (38) and (41). With the
same method as used above we find from Eq. (36)

„| [MAA,OgL]|0>-5W)[^+^,y »<?-¦* (42)

which is in fact identical with (7) due to (41).

If we consider the definition of the function Tt(p2) in Eq. (32 a),
we observe that it is defined as a sum over only a finite number
of terms or rather as an integral over a finite domain in p-space.
(The two surfaces p2 0 and p2 — m2, where in fact an infinite
number of states exist, are of no importance, as the first kind of
matrix elements will vanish in view of Eq. (24) and the second
kind will vanish as a consequence of the charge-invariance.) If a
solution to our equations exists at all, n(n2) is thus a finite quantity
for all values of p2. The question if L, M and n(p2) are finite or
not is thus answered, if we know the behaviour of n(p2) for large
values of —p2. The assumption of the renormalization method is
that although rc(0) might be infinite (and hence L 1) the
difference n(p2) —n(0) (and thus also M) is finite. This means that
Tc(p2) is not allowed to increase as strongly as — p2 for large values
of — p2.

Concerning the general behaviour of the function Ti(p2), we will
here only mention that it must be positive. This follows e. g. from
the formula

VE ^\h\^^\iic\^ (-V2 àpVPppPv)n(p2) (43)

if we here put (i v 1. As the ^-component of the current
operator is self-adjoint (not Hermitian, in view of the indefinite metric!)
we have

N(z)

<*|j.|a>.R(<0|j.|*»*(-l) 4. (44)

In Eq. (44) N(42> means the number of scalar photons in the state
| z y. To obtain (44) we have made use of the explicit form of the

6) A similar formula for the charge-renormalization but in terms of the un-
renormalized current operator has been given by Umezawa and Kamefuchi, Prog.
Theor. Phys. 6, 543 (1951).
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metric operator as given by Gupta3) and Bleuler4). Eq. (43) and
(44) now give

*(p2) p^~p 27 I <o! ?* I*>12(-1)^'• (45)

The negative contribution to the sum in (45) from a state with a
scalar photon will exactly cancel with the contribution from a
similar state with a longitudinal photon, if we observe that the current
is a gauge-invariant operator, and hence that we can write

<oj^|^,fc> ^x°!4!,)lfc> (46)

with

*„Akji=°- (47>

In (46) | z, fc > means a state with one photon with energy-momentum
fc and other particles present, some of which may also be

photons. The quantity Fpi then depends on the vector fc (but not
on the polarization vector of the photon) and on the annihilation
operators of the other particles. The only surviving terms in (45)
will then be the contributions from the transversal photons and
these terms are all positive. It thus follows

.-r(p2)^0 (48)

CO

s(°)=/--(fa1^x>° (49)
o

°<Tflk L^1- (5°>

This property of the charge-renormalization has earlier been proved
by Schwinger (unpublished) in a somewhat different way. I am
indebted to professor Pauli for information concerning Schwin-
ger's proof.

Definition of the Constant K.

The definition of K (the mass-renormalization) can be carried out
in a way similar to that of the definition of L. Here we state the
renormalization in terms of the matrix elements of the operators tp

between the vacuum state and a state | q > with only one electron
present

<0|^(ic)]g> =<0| v(0)(^)lg> (51)
or

<0|/(x)|g> 0. (52)
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To investigate the last condition we compute the vacuum expectation

value of the anticommutator between f(x) and ipm(x').

<o\{wT(x')ifß(x)}\o>=E(<°\y>i°)(x')k><<i\fß(x)\^ +

+ <0\fß(x)\q><q\wfKx')\Oy). (53)

With the aid of the formula

Pl~l-^\x') [f(x") S(x"-x') dx"-i fiji(x")yiS(x"-x')dsx" (54)
—°° X," X0

(Eq. (54) follows from the equation of motion (8) — or rather its
adjoint — and some well-known properties of the S-function) we
can write

X

N-ipO\{ip<-0\x'),f(x)}\Oy= f(0\{f(x"),f(x)}\OyS(x"-x')dx"-
— CO

-i j' <.0\{v(x"), f (x)}\0y yiS(x"- x') d3 x". (55)

The three-dimensional integral in (55) contains the anticommutator
of operators for equal times and can thus be calculated with the
aid of (4). In view of the definition of f(x) in Eq.(2) we get

{f(x"),f(x)}=(ieyA(x)+K)yiô(x-x")-N-2 (56)
xt — x0"

(0\{i/i(x"),f(x)}\Oy=K'yiô(x-x") (57)
%B — %Q

(in view of Eq. (18))

x

iV-4<0|{v(0)(<),/(aO}|0>= f <0\{f(x"),f(x)}\Qy S(x"-x')dx"-
— oo

-iK'S(x-x') ; (K' K-N-2). (58)

Here again it is convenient to introduce a special notation for the
anticommutator in (58). In analogy with (26) we write

<0|{/>"),/,(*)}|0>

w( Idvem^n){E[+)(p2) + (*yp + m)E[+)(p%«+
\Po>0

+ Jdp e^<—"){27(->(p2) + (iyp + m) 27<-> (p2)},a\ (59)
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(E[+)(p2)+(iYP+m) E^^dß^-vE<oIUIz> <*\f«\ °> (59a)
p\z) p

(E(~>(p2)+dyp+™)E^^^-ve<o|/j*><*|/,|o>. (59b)

In view of the charge-invariance of the theory, we must have

-727<0l(c-1/)J^<^l(c/),|o>
p\Z) — p

27(r' (p2) dß-+(typ+H« 27r'(p2) (6°)

where C is the charge-conjugation matrix of Schwinger6), which
has the following properties

CT - C (61)

-C-^y,G yl. (62)

If we compare (60) and (59 a) we get, considering (61) and (62)

27;~'(p2)=-27;+v) (63)

27r>(p2) -27!iiV). (63a)
We thus have

<o\{L(x"),fß(x)}\oy

w/dP ei"x-x")e(p){2:i(p2) + (iyp + m) Z2(p2)}ßai. (64)

As on page 423 we also have

<o|[/>'),/,(*)] I o>

w /"dPe<p(*"*"){^i(p2) + (*yp+m)2r2(pa)}/,. (65)

and

-i.s(x-x")(0\{fa(x"), fß(x)}\oy

72fa)4~ (dv^-^izy) + (iyp + ™)I2(p2)}ß« (66)

oc

Zi(p2) P J^±da; (i l,2). (67)

J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 74, 1439 (1948).
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With these notations we can write Eq. (58) as

N-1 <[0\{fio)(x'), f(x)}\oy

(2^/dxydPeÌM'^")^{^i(P2) + ^P+TO)^2(P2)}5'(a;''-a;') +

+ ^.fdx"fdpei^-*'^Zi(p2)A-(iyp + m)l;2(p2)}S(x»-x')--

-iK'S(x-x'). (68)
As

S(x) ,a m / dpeipxe(p) (iyp —ni) ó(p2 + m2)

Eq. (68) can also be written

N-ipo\{^°\x'),f(x)}\oy
—i[K' — J; (-m2)-ÌTce(p)£ (-m2)]S(x-x'). (69)

From Eq. (52), however, it follows that the right-hand side of (69)
must vanish and, as Px(— m2) 0 in view of e. g. (59a), this means

K' Jj (-m2) f 4^-da K-N-2. (70)

Eq. (70) gives the formula for K. Returning now to Eq. (51), we
can write the matrix element of y> between the vacuum and an
one-electron state

<0\V(x)\qy=^<:Q\f^(x)\qyA-(l-^)<0\^(x)\qy. (71)

The normalization constant N can be determined from the anti-
commutator of y> and y> for equal times. Computing the vacuum
expectation value of this quantity, we get in analogy with Eq. (25)

<0\{V(x),y,(x')}\0y ^S(x'-x)[l + 2(N-l)]A-

+ f fdx"dx'"SR(x'-x") <0\{f(x"), f(x'")}\ 0> SA(x'"-x)

^fdpei^'-*e(p)\ò(p2 + m2)^?fr±P+
iyp — m \Zx(p*) + (iyP + m)}p2(p2)}\(iyp-m). (72)1

(p2 + ra2)2

As
iyp— m v-, s tti \ iyp-m(Zx + (iyp + m)E2)p2 + TO2 ^ 1 \ Ir ' 2' pZ + m2

(iyp-m) \-~*-\- - ,\'\A - -âfhr (?3)\ ir > Ypi + m2 (p2 + TO2)2J p2 + TO2 x '
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we get for equal times with the aid of (4)

N'2 y4 ò (x —x ') yi ò (x —x ')
1 + 2(^-1)

N2

22{-a) 2mZ1(-a)da — »^ }] (74)

and hence

NN^=~2-Œ2(-m2)+2mï1'(~m2)) (75>

y'(_w2\ _ f Zi{-a)da dSx(p2)
¦^-i p ' J (a-m2)2 dp'2

(76)

As was the case with the function Tc(p2), it is necessary if the
renormalization method is consistent that the difference

r,(p2)-r;(-^2) (* i.2)

is finite, or that the integrals

f Zi( — a)da
J (p2 + a) (a —to2)

will converge. The last term in (75) is thus a finite quantity (apart
from an infrared divergency for a ra2) but the first integral might
be infinite. This is, however, not serious, as the normalization
constant itself is not observable. As a matter of fact, it has been shown
by Ward7) that, for an observable quantity, all infinities of this
kind will disappear from the coefficients in an expansion in powers
of the charge.

We will end this paragraph with the observation that if one
considers Eq. (68) as an identity in x', one concludes e. g.

0\f(x)\qy^-^~ f dx" j dpe^-^x

xiK'-Z^-ix^P) Z^V2)-
-(iypA-m) (Z2(p2) +Ì7ie(p) Z2(p2))]<:0\^(x")\qy (77)

where the equation of motion for y)w has not been used. One could

') J. C. Ward, Phys. Rev. 78, 182 (1950).
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then try to compute the normalization constant N from (77) in the
following way

(l —i) <01 y>W(x) \q>=-f SR(x-x') <01/(x') \qydx'

N f i « f Ji \Zi(P2)-K'r \, • / \ faiî>2) /• \
l2fafa7 dx J dp[^t^~(np--m) + %ne(p)^nii-(iyp-m)-

-ZAv2)~i^e(p)2:o(p2)\(0\^(x")\qy;i(°)^t"M nXpiv'x-x")e"

N{-Z(-m2)-2m\im gkfe^^-}<0|^»(g)|g>. (78)

In Eq. (78) the equation of motion for ^(0> and the fact that ^(p2)
vanishes for — p2 < (m + (m)2 has been used in the tosi step of the
computation, (/a is the small photon mass introduced to avoid
infrared divergencies.) The value obtained in this way for JV is,
however, not the correct value in Eq. (75). This error comes from
the way in which we have ambiguously put

-JSR(x- x') (y^r + m) V(0) (x') d x' rp^(x'). (79)

The left-hand side of (79) is not a well-defined mathematical symbol,

and the example above shows that a formula of the kind of
Eq. (79) is not always to be trusted. Similar observations have
been made in the past by many authors8).

I want to express my deep gratitude to professor W. Pauli for
his kind interest and valuable criticism and to the Swedish Atomic
Committee for financial support.

Appendix.

The physical meaning of the functions n(p2) and ?r(p2) can be
made clearer if we consider a system with an external
electromagnetic field. The influence of such a field can be taken into
account if we add the following two terms to the Lagrangian (1)

^Af(x)&>YliW] + LAff?{x). (A. 1)

8) Cf. e. g. R. Karplus-N. M. Kroll, Phys. Rev. 77, 542 (1950) ; F. J. Dyson,
Phys. Rev. 75, 1736 (1949) and G. Källen, Ark. f. Pys. 2, 371 (1950).
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We then get the following equations of motion

(7 j-r +mj f(x) -y-{Af(x),yv y>(x)}+ieA^(x) yvtp(x) +

A-Kip(x) (A. 2)

D^(x)=- ¦^-[v(a!)>y/4V(*)]+i(a^(a!)-

In the formulae above, A{-e)(x) is the external field and A^(x) the
induced field. The former is a c-number and the latter an operator.
The external current ffl(x) is given by

#(*)-r(D4?(*)--£^)- (a. 4)

If we suppose that we know the solution (tp(x) and Ap(x)) when
the external field is zero, and that we have a situation where the
external field is very weak, we can expand the operators above in
a power series of the external field. It can be verified without
difficulty that the first two terms in such an expansion are respectively

X

y>(x) ip(x)-ij[jv(x'), tp(x)]A^(x')dx' (A. 5)

and
X

A$(x)=Ap(x)-if[jv(x'),Ap(x)]A?(x')dx'A-
— CO

+ A~l (ò,uv-ò4p òiv) Af (x). (A. 6)

Substituting e. g. Eq. (A. 6) into the left-hand side of Eq. (A. 3) we
obtain

X

UAf (x) -jp (x) - j^L-f [[jv(x'), $(x)], ypxp(xj\ Af(x') dx'-
— CO

X

~ 27j£l)-/[?(*) Yp, Uv(x'), *P(x)i]Af(x') dx' +
— CO

+ if d*x' ([/,(*'), Ap(x)] ~^P + [jv(x'), ^Ap-] 4« (x')) +

X

+^f[M^^0^}^eKx')dx'+j§z(ôpV-ôpj^nAi%x)^
(A. 7)
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Using Eq. (A. 5), (A. 6) and the formulae

ifd3x'{[jv(x'),Ap(x)]dA^)A- [jv(x'), *4&L\ 4V))
x0=x/

-fai-%^ + îèr *>-**?(*) (A-8)
and

'Ax(x) d
*>W ' \PxppÌ\ ^(x')dx' ^d-j [jv(x'),APx)] A^(x') dx' +

— 00

iL d f dAf(x)
+ T-LcJxP^-öl— (A-9)

we can simplify the right-hand side of (A. 7) to

-^^(&(x)'Yt*V(x)]-[y(x)-ip(x),yp(f(x)-'ip(x))])-

-Ä(^fa-><4 «A.«,'

This expression differs from the correct current only in terms which
are of second order in A^>(x). The verification of (A. 5) can be
performed along similar lines and will not be given explicitly.

If we now compute the vacuum-expectation value of the current
operator, we obtain from (A. 6) with the aid of (A. 8)

<01 jf(x) | 0>^= -± f (1 + s (x-x')) <01 [jv(x'),jp(x)] 10> 4V) dx'+2
— OO

L

or

(2»)«

where

<0|$>(*)|0>

dpeipx(-n(p2) A-n(0)-ÌTie(p)7i(p2))jff(p) (A. 12)

$> (*) -^J dp é"jfë (p). (A. 13)

The vacuum thus behaves as a medium with the complex dieleetri-
city-constant

e(p2) l-n(p2)+a(0)-ÌTce(p)7i(p2). (A. 14)

The connection between the real and the imaginary part of e(p2),
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which is expressed in Eq. (35 a), is very similar to a formula that
has been given by Kramers9) for a dielectricum.

The expectation value of the energy which is transferred per unit
time from the external field to the system of particles is given by

'd*x <o 14^ I o> =fd*x (^— <o | f;\x) | o> +

+L[<01 Af(x) I oZ-ffa - <01 flP(«) 10)^ -KKx) ÒAP]). (A.15)

The time average of the terms proportional to L is zero, and the
average of the first term is equal to

1 flm„fm* I Po I 1 •(,

(2rr)4 j dptc(p2) ^^ f;\p)?;\-p) (A. 16)

which is thus the energy of the real particles (photons and electron
pairs) which are created per unit time by the external field.

9) M. H. A. Kramers, Cong. Int. d. Fisici, Como, Settembre 1927.
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